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Abstract
The skua (Family Stercorariidae) are a group of large, gull-like, predatory seabirds. Two

skua species are found

in the Antarctic region; the south polar skua (Carharacta

rnaccormicki) and the b,rown skua (C. lonnbergi). The breeding distribution of the former,
is restricted to the Antarctic continent and nearby islands, while the latter has a circumpolar

distribution which extends northward from the Antarctic Peninsula and includes nuny of the
Southern Ocean islands. The south polar skua is strictly monogamous, while in contrast" a

number of populations of brown skua are comprised in part of communally breeding

groups. The brown skua represents the only known example of a communally b'reeding
seabird.

In every skua species, breeding females are on average larger and heavier than males.
However, in most skua species this dimorphism is relatively small and is of only limited
use in sexing individuals. The discovery of sex-specific fragments in the DNA fingerprints
of the south polar skua is reported. The multilocus probe pY47-2 hybridised to Hae lll
restriction fragments which were present exclusively in females and therefore presumably
W-linked. The presence of these sex-specific fragments were used to identify female adults
and chicks. In addition, the use of these fragments as potentially infonnative maternal
markers is discussed. The parentage of the 13 families from two populations from Ross
Island, Antarctica, determined by DNA fingerprinting, revealed a single instance of extrapair paternity and a single instance of a chick which was parented by neither resident adult.
The most likely explanation for the latter is the 'adoption' of a chick from a neighbouring
territory.

Similarly, DNA fingerprinting was used to assign the sex of individuals of brown skua
frrom a population which breeds on the Chatham Islands, New Zealand. A large proportion
of the Chatham Islands population breed in communal groups. Each communal group was
shown to be comprised of a single female and two or more males. Consequently, the
overall sex ratio amongst breeding birds was biased, with almost twice the number of males
as females. In contrast the sex ratio amongst fledgling chicks did not differ significantly
from 1:1.
The patterns of reproductive success in breeding pairs and communal groups of the
brown skua from the Chatham Islands population werc determined using multilocus DNA
fingerprinting. Sixteen breeding groups were examined, the parentage of 45 chicks
produced over three breeding seasons was established using the probes 33.15 and 33.6. No
evidence was found of either extra-pairpaternity or extra-group fertilisation and there was no

evidence of egg dumping by females in any breeding group. These results suggest that
long-term banding records for breeding pairs and communal groups accurately reflect the

overall reproductive success of these individual groups. In addition, preliminary band
sharing analysis indicated that adult members of communal groups wene not closely related.
These findings are also supported by banding records and are in contrast to the findings

of

the majority of communally breeding species studied. In the 10 communally breeding
groups examined, multiple paternity within a clutch was recorded on two of the 12
occasions in which two chicks were reared. Furthermore, analysis of parentage of the
chicks belonging to communal groups in which the adults had remained unchanged for two

or more seasons showed that some males had variable reproductive success in different
seasons. These records suggest that estimates of reproductive success of individuals based

on a single season's data can be misleading. Should temporal changes in paternity (and/or

maternity) be shown to be common phenomena in other species, this would have major
implications for the interpretation of many parentage studies.
The explanation of altruistic behaviour is one of the central issues in contemporary
evolutionary theory and behavioural ecology. One of the best known examples of apparent
altruism is the helping behaviour which occurs in communal breeding groups such as those
found in the brown skua. Within these groups individuals often help to raise offspring

which are not their own. This behaviour is an apparent enigma in a world in which
organisms are assumed to act in a selfish manner. Consequently, this behaviour has
become a focal example at the centre of much evolutionary debate. A variety of theories
have been suggested to explain helping behaviour, the most recenr is that helping is an
unselected consequence of the evolution of communal breeding. This hlpothesis is
discussed in relation to the recent literaturc and it is concluded that it does little to advance the

cur€nt debate. An alternative theoretical approach to helping behaviotu is outlinedIn conclusion the general findings from the investigation of communal breeding in the
brown skua are summarised and these findings are discussed. Finally, possible areas of
future research are outlined.
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Preface
"On principle, it is quite wrong to try founding a theory on observable magnitudes alone.
It is the theory which decides what we can observe." (A. Einstein, from J. Bernstein, The
secrets of the old ones

II, The New Yorker, March 17, t973).

I am providing a preface to this thesis in order to grve the reader an overview of the entire
work and to explicate the underlying theme and motivation behind the thesis. The work
presented in the thesis has developed out of a broad interest in evolutionary theory and in
paflicular those examples of natural selection which have become touchstones in
contemporary evolutionary biology.

With regard to the content, this thesis essentially contains two parts. The topics covered
are not in chronological order but are presented to the reader in a systematic way. The thesis
proper is primarily concerned with an empirical investigation of skua breeding systems.
More specifically, the main body of the thesis reports the results of a genetic analysis of the
mating systems of the monogamously breeding south polar skua and the communally
breeding brown skua.
The remainder of the research is presented in the appendices as a collection of published
papers. The main focus of these papers is the phenonrenon of industrial melanism, atthough

other topics are covered. These topics are of importance in the general area of thc thesis,
however, ar€ not central to the thesis proper. These papers represent a largely theoretical
analysis of the questions ad&essed.

in

Evolutionary theory has had a very important role tg play in the development of biology
general. Such a role is perhaps not surprising since theory directs our scientific

investigations and provides the foundation upon which we explain the phenomena we
observe. As such, theory provides us with a 'way of seeing' the world.

In contemporary biology it is evolutionary thinking which dominates our 'way of
seeing'. However, this approach to biology is not directed simply by a belief in evolution,
but rather by a belief in a particular process of evolution, which is essentially founded on the
tenets of Darwinism. Contemporary evolutionary theory has provided biology with a
theoretical framework in which to ask questions and interpret the answers. Many of these
questions ate 'why' questions, that is, we wish to explain why certain biological stnrctures

or behaviours exist. The answers to such questions generally take the form of what can be
broadly tenned functionalist explanations, that is, we explain the structures or behaviours in
terms of their hypothesised past and/or curent

utility. Examples

such as helping behaviour

and industrial mclanism are 'classic' functionalist explanations and oftcn are used by both

biologist and non-biologist alike to ilustrate the power of such a system of thought. As
such, these cases ar€ of special importance. It is an interest in functionalist e)cplanations, and
morc specifically the empirical and theoretical basis of functionalist explanations, which has
provided the motivation for this thesis.

yt

Thesis Strucnrre and Format
This thesis is based on a scries of papers that contain the empirical data and encompass
the theoretical framework of the thesis. A style typical of a scientific article has been
maintained throughout the thesis, with each data chapter and the one theoretical chapter
standing as independent units. The frve appendices are all published papers and have been
reproduced in the thesis with tittle modification, except for standardisation of layout and

reference style. The purpose of the general introduction and concluding discussion is to
draw together the individual chapters and the appendices, enunciating the overall theme of
the work. The format rcsults in some duplication, particularly in the references and methods
sections of the data chapters. This potential disadvantage is, I believe, outweighed by the
advantage to the reader of having a thesis that is approachable and clearly defined into
sections that relate to specific problems.

is a diagrammatic representation of the thesis structure and makes explicit the
relationship benveen the published papers and the thesis content. Authorship and full
references are given for all papers included or drawn upon as pan of this work.
Figure

1

The general introduction is intended to provide the reader with much of the background
information necessary to place the specific questions addressed in later chapters into context.
Some of this information appears in a much reduced form in a number of the data chapters,

however this section provides the reader with a more detailed introduction to the subjects
and techniques discussed in the thesis. The general introduction covers topics and detail that

would not be appropriate to a scientific paper. The reader is referred to chapters for a
detailed discussion of particular points, where relevant, in order to avoid unnecessary
repetition.

2,3

in the thesis essentially as
scientific papers. Chapter 2 - Molecular sexing and 'adoption' in south polar skua
determined by multilocus DNA frngerprinting - is being prepared for publication. Chapters
3 and 4 are companion chapters within which arc reported the results of a DNA
Chapters

and 4 are data chapters and have been presented

population of communally b'reeding brown skua from the Chatham
Isliands, New Zealand. Chapter 3 - Sex-specific restriction fragments and sex ratios revealed
by DNA fingerprinting in the brown skua - has becn published in the Journal of Heredity,

fingerprinting study of

a

while Chapter 4 - Patterns of reproductive success determined by DNA fingerprinting in a
communally breeding oceanic bird - has been accepted for publication in the Biological
Journal of the Linnean Society. Chapter 5 - Communal breeding, helping behaviour and
natural selection - is a theoretical discussion of some of the contempomry issues central to
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Figure 1. A diagrarnmatic reprcsentation of the thesis structure.
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the evolution of communal breeding and helping behaviour. This chapter represents a
modified version of

a paper

already published in American Naturalist.

Discussion of the specific topics covered in this thesis are included at the end of each
chapter. These discussions focus on the important facets of the empirical data presented and
place the specific investigations in the context of existing findings. Consequently, the final

chapter is intended to summarise the important findings of the investigation and outline
possible areas of future research. The appendices tue all published papers produced during
the course of this work and represent other aspects of the general approach supported in this

thesis. The five appendices are: On the classic case of natural selection, published in Rivista

di Biologia/Biological Forum; Teaching the classic case of natural selection, published in
Rivista di BiologialBiological Forum; Evolution - the struggle continues, published in
Nature and reprinted in Kinji Imanishi - the view from the mountain top: a critique of
Imanishi's theory of evolution by Beverly Halstead; Phenocopies, heredity and evolution,
published in Evolutionary Theory and; On the contingent and the inevitable, published in
Rivista di Biologia/Biological Forum.
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